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Permeable Campus
The proposal introduces a dramatic entry sequence that 
begins on Stillorgan Road. 

By lifting the flyover and creating a continuous surface 
at the street level, the entrance to the campus becomes 
visible to all vehicles and pedestrians passing by while 
doubling up as a parking space, tucked underneath  
the road. 

The vision proposes making improvements to the main 
entrance off Stillorgan Road dedicated to cyclists and 
pedestrians only.  Access will be retained for nominal 
essential users only, such as dignitaries and mobility 
impaired drivers.  A second alternative vehicular entrance 
into campus is proposed for public transport, servicing 
and general traffic, located 330 meters south of the main 
entrance of the campus.
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Landscape as a Productive Space
Within the newly diversified setting of urban landscapes, the students are empowered to initiate, 
shape and innovate their surroundings as a living lab. The landscape concept is shaped around 
three main notions: Edge Park as protected woodland, The Arboretum, as a mechanism to 
strengthen existing vegetation, and Landscape as an activity - introducing urban farming, botanical 
gardens, and ecological lab where relations between people and their environment is facilitated.

Urban Identity
Lighting, urban furniture and wayfinding 
information points are envisioned to be 
integrated into hybrid furniture to avoid 
clutter and to create a distinct Identity.  
A modular system is proposed that 
can be located in various environments 
according to need, accompanied by a 
bespoke UCD app
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Landscape architect = interconnector =  integralist  

+ co creation  +the drawing+non linear thinking 

Diagram 5: Design Thinking model, source Ideo.
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How could  the  chemical industry work to become a bio based industry by 2050?   

W NL
Specialisatie: petro- en bulk chemie,
basis chemicaliën. 
Belangrijkste partijen: AkzoNobel,
DSM, Shell, LyondellBasell, Huntsman, ExxonMobil,
specialisten in opslag en transport als Vopak BV, het
Havenbedrijf Rotterdam;

NO NL
Specialisatie: basis chemie, industriële vezels en harsen. 
Belangrijke partijen: Groningen Seaports, Chemie Park 
Delfzijl, AkzoNobel, Teijin Aramide en BioMCN.

ZW NL
Specialisatie: Basis chemicaliën
Dow Chemicals, Zeeland Seaports, Thermphos, Total, Yara, 
Nedalco, Sabic BIOBASED VALLEY

O NL
Specialisatie: composieten, harsen en 
industriële vezels.
Belangrijkste partijen: Teijin Aramid, 
Ten Cate, DSM resins, DSM Engineering 
Plastics, TU Twente.

ZO NL
Specialisatie: basis chemie en plastics, 
composieten en harsen.
Belangrijkste partijen: DSM, Sabic en 
OCI Melamine

Chemistry in the Netherlands

Mauritsfort, future situation

Building blocks around Biopark Sluiskil

Seaweed union Paulinaschor
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How could nature-based systems work to deliver 60% of flood protection in Ireland ?   



PUBLIC REALM & INFRASTRUCTURE

How can  a port create a city’s third biggest park?    
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